SURVEY OF ILLINOIS LAW: NEW FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT—PEEKING BEHIND THE PAPER CURTAIN
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much of the discussion regarding the fast-developing government speech doctrine has focused on government’s authority or power to speak. Relatively little attention has been paid to the government’s responsibility or obligation to speak. Illustrative, though, of this latter responsibility are freedom of information acts, enacted at the federal level and by every state. Illinois was the last to enact a freedom of information act in 1983, an endeavor that one of the bill’s authors described as the “most challenging, maddening experience” of her legal career. After much negotiation and despite a variety of concerns expressed by the Illinois Municipal League, the bill passed both houses, but then was subject to an extensive and controversial amendatory veto, with Governor James Thompson, among other things, adding exemptions and deleting the criminal penalty. After much debate among the
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bill’s proponents, as to whether to make it a test case of the governor’s veto power, the legislature acquiesced and acceded to the changes.\(^7\)

Since that troubled inception, the controversy has continued unabated with amendments proposed nearly every year, mostly in the form of additional exceptions.\(^8\) Then this past year, in the wake of political scandals, several proposals for reforming governmental ethics and practices, including a new freedom of information act, were put forward.\(^9\) In what might have been a once-in-a-generation occurrence, lawmakers had an opportunity to address a host of issues with which the courts had wrestled or that had just gone unresolved regarding public record access in Illinois.

This article will look at the changes made in the new Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) and compare them to the old Act. As well, this article will consider several issues that the legislature did not address. It will close with some thoughts on prospects for lifting the “paper curtain” in Illinois.\(^10\)

II. NEW ROLE FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL

The rebirth of freedom of information in Illinois did not go any more smoothly than it had originally in 1983. The Municipal League again mounted an offensive against the bill, claiming as one newspaper put it that the bill threatened public safety.\(^11\) According to the League, “[i]t is regrettable that there may be cases where municipalities will be forced to lay off firefighters and police officers so that they can afford more FOIA lawyers and other responders to help comply with this ‘primary duty.’”\(^12\)

\(^12\) Id.
But perhaps the most surprising volleys were fired by the Illinois State’s Attorneys Association, which objected primarily to the expanded role contemplated for the Attorney General (“AG”) under the new law. The AG had always been able to issue advisory opinions regarding interpretation of the Act. In 2002, for example, the AG concluded that a voter registration database was not exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act.13

But the new Act gave the Attorney General an important and substantial new role to play with regard to implementation of the Act. In the old Act, a records requester was required to appeal any denial of access to the head of the public body14 before proceeding to challenge the denial in circuit court.15 Under the new Act, the largely perfunctory appeal to the head of the public body has been eliminated16 as a prerequisite to filing in circuit court.17 Alternatively, however, the requester now may choose to request a review of the denial within 60 days by the Public Access Counselor,18 a position in the Office of the Attorney General now given legislative recognition.19

The General Assembly devoted a long passage in its enacting legislation to a justification of the need for a Public Access Counselor, citing among other things “obstacles” to obtaining records (in part, because of questions of interpretation involving the language of the Illinois FOIA and “difficulties in resolving alleged violations.” The legislature concluded that the public interest would be better served if there were a Public Access Counselor “to
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provide advice and education with respect to the interpretation and implementation” of the Illinois FOIA as well as the Open Meetings Act.20

However, claiming that it was creating a position to provide advice and education was perhaps more than a little disingenuous on behalf of the legislature. Certainly, the Public Access Counselor was assigned numerous tasks regarding training of public officials, preparing educational materials, researching compliance, distributing model policies to public bodies, and, yes, issuing advisory opinions.21 But the Public Access Counselor was also given the authority to issue subpoenas, obtain injunctive relief, provide binding opinions, and compel compliance with those opinions, if necessary, through filing an action in the circuit court of Cook or Sangamon County.22

Indeed, without any exercise of initiative by the requester, a public body must now notify the Public Access Counselor if the body denies a request by claiming an exemption under sections 7(1)(c) or 7(1)(f),23 involving respectively an “unwarranted invasion of personal privacy” or “[p]reliminary drafts, notes, recommendations, memoranda and other records in which opinions are expressed, or policies or actions are formulated.” In the case of a denial by the public body under sections 7(1)(c) or 7(1)(f) or in any case in which the requester does seek review of a denial by the Public Access Counselor, the Public Access Counselor will first determine if further inquiry is warranted. If so, the Public Access Counselor can seek information and the
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documents in question from the public body and a response to that information from the requester, but any binding opinion must be issued within 60 days of the initial request (although that period may be extended at the AG’s discretion up to 21 business days).  

Instead of a binding opinion, the Public Access Counselor may attempt to resolve the matter by other means, including mediation (and any decision not to issue a binding opinion is not reviewable).  But if the Public Access Counselor does issue a binding opinion, with findings of fact and conclusions of law, then either the public body or the requester may initiate administrative review under section 11.5 of the Administrative Review Law, or if the opinion concludes release of the records is warranted, then the public body may release the records and be held harmless.  Noncompliance with the act only offers the prospect of liability for the public body if the requester, instead of contacting the Public Access Counselor (or at some point before issuance of the AG’s binding opinion), files an action with the circuit court, and that court awards attorneys’ fees to a requester who prevails or a civil penalty of between $2,500 and $5,000 if the public body “willfully and intentionally failed to comply” with the act.

The Illinois State’s Attorneys Association apparently thought the role of the state’s attorney, not the Attorney General’s office, ought to be enlarged under the revised freedom of information act: “Criminal prosecution by the State’s Attorney of any FOIA violation more than capably addresses effective enforcement without adding another cumbersome and costly layer of
Neither the old nor the new freedom of information act contains any provision for criminal penalties, however, so the Illinois State’s Attorneys Association could be seen as seeking enlargement of more than just their role. The Illinois Open Meetings Act does have a criminal provision, but only one criminal case has ever been brought (in Will county) and those charges were dismissed.

III. NUMEROUS ADDITIONAL CHANGES

The addition of the Public Access Counselor provisions takes up the bulk of the changes to a FOIA that has roughly doubled in size. It is hard to overestimate the significance of the new Public Access Counselor as an alternative to litigation, but many of the changes taking far less verbiage might prove just as important in their own way.

In particular, a provision providing access to records possessed by entities contracting with public bodies and performing “governmental functions” is brimming with possibilities. As well, amendments regarding the definition of public bodies, fees that can be charged requesters, response times, electronic communications, burden of proof, and attorney’s fees might be of considerable import to requesters depending on circumstances.

A. Private Interests and Public Bodies

The Illinois Supreme Court declared that language in the prior act specifying that the act was not to be used “for the purpose of furthering a commercial enterprise” was simply a declaration of policy or preamble and therefore unenforceable. If there was any doubt, that language in the preamble has now been removed and the act has been reworded to specify that only requests from commercial enterprises should not be allowed “to unduly burden public resources.” Furthermore, an entire new section 3.1 has been
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added instructing public bodies on how to deal with requests for commercial purposes. Elsewhere the act now states that public bodies may not require requesters to specify their purpose except to inquire if the purpose is commercial or for determining whether to grant a fee waiver. Oddly, this language would seem to have the opposite effect of what was apparently intended and open the door to asking requesters’ purposes, as long as the inquiry was couched in terms of determining the applicability of a fee waiver.

But the most tantalizing amendment to the act does not involve requests by private enterprises with commercial purposes but requests made for records possessed by private commercial enterprises. The new provision, section 7(2), is buried at the end of a long list of exemptions, but merits quotation in full:

A public record that is not in the possession of a public body but is in the possession of a party with whom the agency has contracted to perform a governmental function on behalf of the public body, and that directly relates to the governmental function and is not otherwise exempt under this Act, shall be considered a public record of the public body, for purposes of this Act.

Possibly with this provision in mind, the definition of “public record” has been amended to include all records “pertaining to the transaction of public business . . . having been prepared by or for, or having been or being used by . . . any public body.” Given the hugely increased scope of private contractors
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handling functions previously fulfilled by government, an imaginative use of these new FOIA provisions could yield a wealth of material.

As long as the company has contracted to perform a governmental function, then the scope of records available from that company could be breath-taking if the act is liberally construed (and perhaps even if construed narrowly). Records of purchases made to fulfill the contract, salaries, e-mails, employee evaluations—just about any record had by a company performing a government function that in any way relates to that function might be subject to disclosure after this amendment to the FOIA.

To cite just one example of the possible breadth of this new provision, the Second District once casually observed that surely a construction company receiving 100 percent of its income from state contracts for “road building” would not be considered a public body for that reason alone. The court said it could not believe that the legislature intended for its access provisions to affect the large numbers of completely private entities that receive a large portion of their funding from the State. But under the new act, such foregone conclusions will require rethinking. If “road building” can be considered a government function, then the company still would not be a public body, but it would seem section 7(2) could be invoked with regard to any of the company’s records relating to that function. If courts apply the provision literally, then it could well be that those “large numbers of completely private entities” affected by the amendment will be flocking to Springfield and seeking an amendment to the amendment.


43. Indeed, it was almost as if the drafters of the new act had this opinion in mind, with amendments seemingly directed at the court’s further statement: “Nor does the fact that the private company’s acts may be connected with a governmental function create a public body where none existed before.” Rockford Newspapers, 64 Ill. App. 3d at 97, 380 N.E.2d at 1194.
Of course, the same exemptions that apply to public bodies would apply to private contractors, and the privacy exemption comes to mind. Corporations have trade secrets and proprietary information that would be exempt under the act, but a corporation does not have a privacy right. Employees of the company presumably would argue privacy invasion, however, as indeed any individual identified in any public record might argue, and the new act has several provisions bearing on such a claim.

A new section regarding “private information” has been added to the definitions. The section includes information that might commonly be considered private, such as personal financial information, passwords, and medical records. But it also extends the definition to include information in which individuals arguably might not have a reasonable expectation of privacy, such as home address, personal license plates, home telephone numbers and personal email addresses. The section of the act pertaining to exemptions then prominently lists private information as the new second exemption.

But the drafters of the act seemed to travel in the opposite direction in the very next exemption for “personal information... the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” Interpretation of this exemption precipitated perhaps the most contentious dispute involving the old act, pitting the First, Third and Fifth District courts against the Fourth District. The old act gave specific examples of information that could be considered private, but the majority of Illinois appellate courts held that a balancing test must be applied in each case to determine if the information could be disclosed. The Fourth District held that the examples created per se exceptions and balancing was unnecessary, a position ultimately endorsed by the Illinois Supreme Court.
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However, the new act throws out the specific examples and specifically requires analysis of whether disclosure is “objectionable to a reasonable person” and whether a “subject’s right to privacy outweighs any legitimate public interest in obtaining the information”56—or what would seem to entail balancing. Thus, information that might have been private because of a per se exemption under the old act conceivably might be subject to disclosure under the new act, all of which would seem unwelcome news for those identified in public records, whether those records are held by public bodies or private companies performing government functions.

B. A Public Body by Any Other Name

Of course, governmental bodies performing government functions remain covered by the act, but even in that respect the drafters implemented an intriguing change. The definition of public body always involved a laundry list of the various units of government affected (universities, counties, school districts, etc.).57 The critical clause would seem to have been not so much the laundry list, but in the qualifying language that required that public bodies be “supported in whole or in part by tax revenue, or . . . expend tax revenue.”58

A number of courts have done their best to minimize the effect of this language regarding spending or receiving tax monies, effectuating what they assumed to be legislative intent by ignoring what the legislature actually wrote. In construing the companion provision in the Open Meetings Act, for example, the Second District contended that a drug and alcohol dependence council that received 90 percent of its funding from taxes was not a public body. Otherwise, the court wrote, “completely private entities,” even if they receive
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100 percent of their funding from the state, would have to be treated as public bodies subject to access provisions.59

Indeed, in a rather remarkable passage in light of the plain language of the statute, the Second District wrote that the amount or percentage of government funding “should have no bearing” on whether an entity is a public body.60 The court continued, noting that the act provides that an entity could be a public body without any government funding, although that would not seem to lead to the conclusion that tax support should have no bearing. The court instead considered factors not in the statute and having nothing to do with tax support, such as the council’s “formal legal nature,” the independence of its board and employees from direct governmental control, and the nature of the function performed by the agency.61

In a later case, the three factors had assumed the status of a “test,”62 enabling the First District to conclude that two development corporations, jointly funded by the city of Evanston and Northwestern University, were not public bodies. As the Second District had done, the First District concentrated on whether the development corporation was a “subsidiary” body,63 one of the entities in the laundry list of governmental units that were named as public bodies under the Illinois FOIA and Open Meetings Act.64 Of course, the only criterion in the statute for determining whether a body was a “subsidiary” involved the spending or receipt of tax revenues. In an heroic attempt to isolate and then give meaning to the term “subsidiary,” the court noted that the two entities were private corporations and the public had not been attending the private meetings, and minutes of those meetings and other documents had not been made available to the public65—when attending those meetings and obtaining those documents was the precise issue before the court! When, in the last few paragraphs of the case, the court did analyze the significance of the city’s matching funds in supporting the corporation, it adopted wholesale the Second District’s logic, quoting with approval the Second District’s observation that government funding should have no bearing on whether an entity is a public body.66
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Perhaps the defining moment in pronouncing the irrelevance of the tax revenue provision of the Illinois FOIA and Open Meetings Act came in *Board of Regents v. Reynard*. In *Reynard*, the members of the Illinois State University Athletic Council were not paid and the council had no budget, but the Fourth District concluded that the council was a public body under both the FOIA and the Open Meetings Act. The court looked to “organizational structure.” The council was an external standing committee of the ISU Senate, which reports to the President of the university, and who reports to the Board of Regents, which was created by the Illinois General Assembly. The Board and Senate were public bodies and because the council was subsidiary to them, then the council was a public body. Furthermore, the council was charged with a broad scope of responsibilities.

The beauty of whether an entity is “supported in whole or in part by tax revenue, or . . . expend[s] tax revenue” is its simplicity. It yields a yes or no answer. Considerations such as organizational structure and scope of responsibilities, while certainly important, do little to improve predictability while enlarging the discretion of the courts in considering whether an entity is a public body. But the drafters perhaps bowed to reality in abandoning the tax revenue clause in the new FOIA (but not in the Open Meetings Act). The problem, of course, is that the drafters scrapped what little guidance there was in the statute as to which bodies should be considered public, leaving only the laundry list that seems to help not at all in the hard cases of arguable “advisory” or “subsidiary” bodies. The excision perhaps reinforces that a body need not be spending or receiving tax revenues to be a public body, but beyond that it clarifies nothing. The dearth of authority, of which the *Reynard* court complained, was not addressed in the new act.

C. More Unresolved Questions

The drafters of the new FOIA also left unresolved questions surrounding fee waivers, but much important language regarding fees generally was added.
Section 6(c), regarding fee waivers, is the new section 6(b), but otherwise is unchanged.74 The section opens with a statement that “[d]ocuments shall be furnished without charge or at a reduced charge, as determined by the public body.”75 Whether the cost will be zero or something more than zero, and if more than zero, how much more remain open questions. Public bodies can take into account “the amount of materials requested and the cost of copying them,”76 but it is entirely unclear whether those are supposed to factor for or against the amount of fee reduction. Bodies have seemingly unlimited discretion in calculating how much of a fee to waive.

Additionally, a fee waiver or reduction is to be granted if the requester states a specific purpose and indicates such purpose is in the public interest. Waiver or reduction serves a public interest “if the principal purpose of the request is to access and disseminate information regarding the health, safety and welfare or the legal rights of the general public” and is not for personal or commercial purposes. But if the public body simply denies that the fee waiver is in the public interest, the route to appeal is unclear and perhaps nonexistent. Both the provisions for review by the Public Access Counselor77 and for filing suit for injunctive or declaratory relief78 refer specifically only to denials of access for the purpose of inspecting or copying a public record. A creative interpretation might be that a denial of a fee waiver constitutes a denial of access. Section 6(d) does state that imposition of a fee can constitute a denial of access, but it specifically refers only to fees inconsistent with sections 6(a) and (b).79

Sections 6(a) and (b) provide important new avenues of obtaining documents in electronic format. In particular, public bodies must provide the documents in the electronic format requested, if feasible. Otherwise, they must furnish the documents in the format maintained by the public body or in hard copy, at the option of the requester.80 If furnished in electronic format,
the public body may only charge for the cost of the disc, tape or other recording medium, and not for any other costs associated with search, review or personnel. 81 If provided in hard copy, the public body may not charge for the first 50 pages and fees for copies beyond 50 shall not exceed 15 cents per page. 82

Combined with a specific reference now to “electronic communications” in the definition of records publicly available, 83 these provisions are significant tools for those seeking to download, analyze and disseminate information in the rich array of databases controlled by government. Recalcitrant public bodies, of course, can continue to argue about what might be “feasible.” Requesters likely will be seeking data in spreadsheet format, but a public body might, for example, post it to the web in .pdf format and hope that satisfies the requester. Information in .pdf format cannot be entered or analyzed in a spreadsheet without re-entering all the data, which a public body would know to be a daunting and expensive task. But public bodies often work with proprietary software and if it really is not feasible to output the data in anything other than .pdf format, it might be the best that the requester can hope for. It is clear, however, that providing the data in the “format specified by the requester” is not the same as producing a new record, which the public body is not required to do. 84

Whatever the format, the new act has decreased the public body’s response time from seven working days to five business days, 85 which is particularly notable because the Congress has increased the response time from ten to twenty days under the federal FOIA. 86 If the public body complies with a request, but not within the five-day period, the body may not charge any fee. 87 Categorical requests for records, however, can be considered “unduly burdensome,” 88 and that has not changed—although the new law does specify that failures to respond within the five-day period cannot be treated as unduly
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burdensome, which apparently trumps the more general provision regarding undue burdens. That also would seem to put a high premium on ensuring a quick response, because otherwise a body might be stuck fulfilling an otherwise unduly burdensome request.

Finally, a possible inconsistency now exists in section 7 regarding exemptions from the act. Language stating the “following shall be exempt” from disclosure is unchanged. That was always a significant difference from the language of the Open Meetings Act, which stated that a public body “may” hold closed meetings, but did not require it to do so. The mandatory nature of the records act exemptions also likely made public servants err on the side of nondisclosure of records, because no sanction existed for nondisclosure, but it was a violation of the act to disclose if the material actually was exempt.

Now, not only are there possible civil sanctions for willful failure to comply with the act, but the drafters might have tucked in an escape clause for disclosing information that “shall” be exempt. Additional language in the same paragraph mandating exemption now states that the public body “may” elect to redact exempt information. It is a bit of a puzzle as to how documents shall not be released, but if they are, they may or may not be redacted to remove the exempt information. The discretionary language shows up as well in a new provision stating that settlement agreements made by a public body are public records, stating that information in such agreements “may” be redacted if exempt from disclosure. Perhaps there is a way to reconcile these clauses and ingenious judges will just have to discover it.

IV. CONCLUSION

A 2008 survey by the Better Government Association and the National Freedom of Information Coalition ranked Illinois among the 38 states receiving a letter grade of F for its FOIA, although Illinois’ grade was toward the top of the F range and no state received an A. Nebraska and New Jersey tied for first, both receiving Bs, and Alabama and South Dakota tied for last, both receiving zeroes on the 1–100 scale. Illinois scored a 59.
Access proponents have much to celebrate in this new law, including the provision for a Public Access Counselor, reduced response times, and introduction of sanctions, all of which were given much weight in the BGA/NFOIC survey. If the survey is ever conducted again, Illinois might well vie for the top score.

But ultimately no amount of verbiage will create “government in the sunshine” unless the government has the will and the resources to comply. As Sam Archibald, who was integrally involved in passage of the federal freedom of information act, has noted, “[T]he sharpness of the tool depends substantially upon the will of the government—the will of the executive branch to honor the open-records provisions of the law, the will of the judicial branch to enforce the access-to-information provisions of the law and the will of the legislative branch to stand up for the people’s right to know if the other two branches emasculate the freedom of expression necessary to make participatory democracy work in the Information Age.”

If the government deigns to lift the paper curtain separating it from its citizens and share its records, then it can be seen as honoring its responsibility to communicate with its citizens, to further the flow of information vital to the functioning of our form of government. Government has more than the ability or power to speak so celebrated by the United States Supreme Court—it has an obligation to speak and freedom of information acts and open meetings laws are illustrative of a willingness to assume that obligation.

The Illinois General Assembly has produced one of the finest freedom of information acts in the country. But it is not written in stone, as events shortly after its effective date demonstrated. With an effective date of January 1, 2010, barely two weeks had passed when an amendment flew through the Illinois Assembly in January and was instantly signed by the Governor, exempting from disclosure evaluations of public school superintendents, principals and teachers. Regrettably, despite yeoman efforts to collect and consolidate all exemptions to disclosure throughout all Illinois statutes into the new FOIA to simplify the task for requesters, the exemption for public school administrators and faculty will not appear in the FOIA, but will be contained separately in the School Code.

With additional constituencies queueing to push their respective amendments,99 the future vitality of this act is not at all certain. One is reminded of Benjamin Franklin’s response upon exiting the Constitutional Convention of 1787, when asked if we had gotten a Republic or Monarchy: “A Republic, if you can keep it.”100

